The ARRL Foundation is proud to honor the 2008 scholarship winners, to celebrate their academic achievements and to recognize their commitment to Amateur Radio. We wish them well in their pursuit of higher education.

The application period for the 2009 awards opens October 1, 2008 and ends February 1, 2009. For more information about available scholarships and for complete application instructions and forms, go to www.arrl.org/arrlf/scholgen.

If you or your organization is interested in sponsoring an annual scholarship award, contact Mary Hobart, ARRL Foundation Secretary at mhobart@arrl.org.

Mary M. Hobart, K1MMH ◆ Secretary, ARRL Foundation Inc ◆ mhobart@arrl.org
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Shannon Martinson, KCØYGI
The ARRL Foundation General Fund Scholarship

James Dunn, KCØKTP
The Paul and Helen L. Grauer Scholarship

Thomas Fiellite, KCØYAK
The K2TED Martin J. Green Sr. memorial Scholarship

Rachel Jackman, KCØRVT
The Albert H. Hix, WØAH, Memorial Scholarship

Samuel Rose, KCØLRC
The Dr. James L. Lawson Memorial Scholarship

Mitchel Wilkinson, KESGØG
The Fred R. McDaniel Memorial Scholarship

Charles McClish, KB9RGF
The Edmond A. Metzger Scholarship

Janet Ruminski, KC8WGT
The David W. Misek, N8NFX Memorial Scholarship

Andrew Cwalina, WA4JJZ
The Scholarship of the Morris Radio Club of New Jersey

Matthew Lape, N1XB
The Northern California DX Foundation Scholarship

Gregory Davis, N3ZL
The Northern California DX Foundation Scholarship

Kyle Fox, W4KTF
The Nemal Electronics Scholarship

John Hays, KC9LVZ
The Peoria Area Amateur Radio Club Scholarship

Rebecca Rich, KBØVYT
The PhD Amateur Radio Association Scholarship

John Shipp, KC8TPN
The Thomas W. Porter, WBØYZ, Scholarship Honoring Michael Daughtery, WØISE

Graham Sawyer, KCØYGT
The Bill Salerno, WØIXV, Scholarship

Neil Gebhardt, KB9ZGZ
The Six Meter Club of Chicago Scholarship

Kayla Check, N8KAY
The Carol J. Streeter Scholarship

Stephanie Schaefer, KC2NSA
The Norman E. Strohmeyer, W2VRS, Memorial Scholarship

John Tyler Cook, KH4KL
The Gary Wagner, K3OMI, Scholarship

Daniel Ellis, KG4VC
The L. Phil and Alice J. Wicker Scholarship

William Fisher, W4WFJ
The YASME Foundation Scholarship

Kathryn Ankenbauer, KD8AHA
The YASME Foundation Scholarship

Andrew Alexander, KBØWPF
The YASME Foundation Scholarship

Alex Brech, KCØYL
The YASME Foundation Scholarship

Tyler Hall, KC9DYL
The YASME Foundation Scholarship

Jeffrey Kabel, KB1KXL
The Yankee Clipper Contest Club, Inc Youth Scholarship

Not pictured: Steven Chimel, KA3SRC, The You’ve Got a Friend in Pennsylvania Scholarship and Mary McDonald, WB5LBR, The Louisiana Scholarship
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